Design by
Michel Ducaroy

Description
A Ligne Roset classic, Michel Ducaroy’s Togo has been the ultimate in comfort and style for over forty years. The timeless collection features an ergonomic design with multiple density polyether foam construction and quilted covers, making each piece both visually attractive and physically inviting. A seat dreamt up especially for afternoon siestas or lazy evenings spent in the greatest of comfort, the Togo Lounge is a statement piece of furniture on its own as well as the perfect addition to a Togo sectional.

Technical Specifications
FRAME
3 densities of polyether foam are combined to make the frame.

COMFORT
Ergonomic design for true enveloping comfort.

COVERS
Quilted, polyester material filled. Cover non removable.
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CORNER SEAT

DIMENSIONS
H 28" - W 40" - D 40" - SH 15"

fireside chair

DIMENSIONS
H 28" - W 34" - D 40" - SH 15"

loveseat without arms

DIMENSIONS
H 28" - W 52" - D 40" - SH 15"

sofa without arms

DIMENSIONS
H 28" - W 69" - D 40" - SH 15"

corner seat

DIMENSIONS
H 28" - W 40" - D 40" - SH 15"

medium sofa

DIMENSIONS
H 28" - W 78" - D 40" - SH 15"

lounge

DIMENSIONS
H 28" - W 52" - D 64" - SH 15"
ottoman

DIMENSIONS
W 34 - "
D 32 - "
SH 14 - "